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Director’s
Letter
Art has always been
the raft onto which we
climb to save our sanity.
I don’t see a different
purpose for it now.

Dear Member,
I hope this finds you keeping well and safe during this unsettling time. To say that you have
been missed is an understatement. The Birmingham Museum of Art exists to serve our community and for more than half a century, that has meant welcoming visitors through our doors
and into our galleries. However, on March 15, when we closed to the public, that all changed
in an instant, and we had to regroup quickly to continue to connect you with the experience,
meaning, and joy of art without being able to visit us in person.
Shortly after closing, we introduced #BMAfromHome, a rich platform for virtual engagement, filled with exhibitions, artist talks, puzzles, gallery tours, and more. We also rolled out
Culture Bridge, a digital resource for educators providing an easily accessible and comprehensive means of studying Asian cultures through art, which is organized by grade level, region, subject matter and resource type. While we never could have anticipated the duration of
our closure, I’m proud to say that thanks to the extraordinary creativity and resourcefulness
of our talented staff and the adventurous spirit of our virtual audience, these initiatives have
enabled us to continue to fulfill our mission, garnering nearly 100,000 virtual visits in the past
six months.
Despite the many challenges posed by the pandemic, we have a lot to celebrate. At the beginning of the pandemic, the talented multidisciplinary artist Carey Fountain joined our team
as Manager of Public Programs. Although starting at a time when the majority of staff was
working from home, Carey rose to the challenge, wasting no time in conceiving and implementing the popular Artists in Quarantine series. We are delighted to welcome Carey aboard
and look forward to seeing how he’ll continue to make his mark on our programmatic offerings.
In June, Dr. Emily Hanna, the Museum’s longtime Curator of the Arts of Africa and the
Americas was promoted to Director of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion, a new position on the
BMA’s executive leadership team. In this role, Emily will lead the internal and external efforts
necessary to create an environment that is welcoming, accessible, and respectful to all, sensitive to the Museum’s history in the City of Birmingham, and that reflects the lives and experiences of our diverse workforce and community at large. In her 18 years with the Museum,
Emily has been a strong, consistent advocate in these matters, building relationships within
our community and putting diversity, equity, and inclusion at the heart of her curatorial practice.
I’m delighted to have her expertise and insights as part of our executive team.
In early August we were excited to welcome another member to the executive team, Nancy
Hendrix, who serves as the Museum’s new Director of Development. Nancy has nearly a decade of experience in non-profit development and joins the BMA after more than three years
as deputy director of development at the Equal Justice Initiative in Montgomery, Alabama.

Given the economic challenges occasioned by the pandemic, Nancy arrives at a crucial moment and has wasted no time in rolling up her sleeves to ensure that donor support of the
BMA remains stronger than ever.
One bit of unexpected good news arrived in July, when I learned that the Birmingham
Museum of Art had been awarded a “Best of Bama” award by readers of Alabama Magazine,
who voted our’s as the best art museum in the state. This reminds us that our institution not
only has a major role to play within the cultural scene of our city, but is acknowledged statewide as a leader in the arts.
While the pandemic is far from over, we believe that art is a powerful medium, with the
power to both heal and entertain at a time when our community may need it most. For the
past several months we have been carefully watching and learning as institutions around
the country and closer to home have cautiously reopened their doors to visitors. Keeping
in mind the best practices we’ve gained from our peers, I’m pleased to announce that we
have set Tuesday, October 6, at 10am as the date and time for our soft reopening. We
will maintain our regular hours (Tuesday–Saturday 10am–5pm; Sunday 12–5pm) and permit
visitors wearing face coverings to enter our galleries at up to a 50% capacity. Our spacious
150,000-square-foot facility and 30,000-square-feet of outdoor space, including the stunning
and lush Red Mountain Garden Club Memorial Garden, should make it easy to maintain the
recommended six-foot social distance from other visitors. The health and safety of our visitors
and staff is our top priority, and in addition to requiring that visitors wear face coverings, we
have implemented a rigorous cleaning protocol and have populated the Museum with handsfree hand sanitizer stations. While our permanent collection galleries and special exhibitions
will be open to the public beginning October 6th, out of an abundance of caution, our café will
not reopen at this time, and public programs will remain virtual until further notice.
We’ve been busy getting ready for your return, not just in terms of the protocol to ensure
your safety, but also what you’ll see upon your return. In addition to All Things Bright and
Beautiful, an exhibition made possible by support from Virginia and John Hillhouse exploring
themes of individual power and agency that opened just before the museum closed in March,
you will also be welcomed by a number of exhibitions that have been installed and proverbially
“mothballed” while we’ve been closed, including Ways of Seeing Buildings and Monuments,
presented by the Philip Morris Fund for Design Arts, which draws visitors’ attention to the
unexamined spaces of the built environment through the work of artists, designers, and architects. In the Museum’s Arrington Gallery, visitors will be treated to An Epic of Earth and
Water: Clare Leighton and the New England Industries Series, a groundbreaking exhibition

Dorothea Tanning
(1910–2012), American painter,
printmaker, sculptor, writer, and poet

which explores the work of this important British-American artist with the Wedgwood firm in
the late 1940s. Lastly, visitors will scarcely recognize the Museum as they walk through Wall
to Wall, an immersive visual experience inspired by the landscape of Alabama, created by the
artist Merritt Johnson and presented through the generous sponsorship of PNC.
On November 20, we will open Jacob Lawrence: The American Struggle, a landmark exhibition of the iconic American Modernist painter, organized by the Peabody Essex Museum
and currently on view at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. The exhibition reunites Lawrence’s
Struggle series for the first time in more than 50 years, which depicts American history from
the American Revolution to World War I, capturing, in the artist’s words, “the struggles of a
people to create a nation and their attempt to build a democracy.” The exhibition is presented
thanks to the generous support of Alabama Power and the Vulcan Materials Company, and
we are grateful to have The Birmingham Times as our media sponsor.
Finally, I want to end with a note of thanks. The pandemic has presented myriad financial
challenges to museums throughout the country including our own. It’s estimated that onethird of our nation’s museums may not survive the year. With your continued support, we will
not merely survive, we will thrive. The arts matter to our community, and I want to express my
deep gratitude to all our members and donors for your generous support at this critical time.
We look forward to welcoming you back through our doors. It’s been too long.
Yours in art,

Graham C. Boettcher, Ph.D.
The R. Hugh Daniel Director
Birmingham Museum of Art
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Art +
Exhibitions

Exhibition

November 20 · 2020 – February 07 · 2021 · Jemison Galleries

Jacob Lawrence

The American Struggle

F

or the first time in more than sixty years,
this exhibition reunites the panels of
Struggle: From the History of the American
People (1954–56), an important if underrecognized series by the celebrated
modern artist Jacob Lawrence. Originally
conceived as sixty works spanning subjects
from the American Revolution to World
War I, the series ultimately resulted in thirty small-scale tempera paintings. These
works represent familiar and unfamiliar
historical moments from 1775 to 1817—
ranging from politician Patrick Henry’s
famous speech with the line, “give me liberty or give me death!,” to the migration of
Americans to lands west of the Mississippi
River called westward expansion.
In his ambitious portrayal of these episodes as inherently contested and diverse,
Lawrence revises the myths of American
history. He foregrounds the contributions
of Black people in America, making visible
a history which was often erased by white

writers. Most panels are accompanied by
quotations from historical texts, which the
artist drew from research conducted at
the 135th Street branch of the New York
Public Library, now the Schomburg Center
for Research in Black Culture. The angular,
dynamic style of his imagery—compressed
spatially for maximum effect—emphasizes
violent conflict and sacrifice.
As a socially engaged painter embraced
by politically left critics, Lawrence lived and
worked under FBI surveillance. He created
the Struggle series against the backdrop
of Senator Joseph McCarthy’s House UnAmerican Activities Committee, which targeted Black intellectuals and artists to a
significant degree. Moreover, as he started
to paint in May 1954, the Brown v. Board
of Education Supreme Court ruling called
for the desegregation of public schools,
catalyzing the Civil Rights Movement. In
these terms, Lawrence’s project links past
and present American struggles that still

resonate powerfully today.
As we adapt to current events twenty
years after his death, it is easy to wonder,
what picture would Jacob Lawrence paint
today? How would that idea differ from
person to person? What personal factors
could affect the Struggle one experiences?
In investigating these questions, the BMA
is encouraging our community to make
their own panels using expertise from local
artists inspired by Lawrence’s work. Panels
will be submitted virtually and compiled
into a projection that is displayed in the
gallery. As you participate and create your
panel(s), what Struggles do you see in the
world today?

Jacob Lawrence, We have no property! We have no wives! No children!
We have no city! No country! — petition of many slaves, 1773, Panel 5,
1955, from Struggle: From the History of the American People, 1954–
56, Collection of Harvey and Harvey-Ann Ross. © 2019 The Jacob
and Gwendolyn Knight Lawrence Foundation, Seattle / Artists Rights
Society (ARS), New York
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Below are excerpts from the exhibition catalog, Jacob Lawrence: The American Struggle, which contains short essays on each of Lawrence’s
thirty panels.

Panel 1

Panel 6

Panel 26

By Steve Locke

By David C. Driskell

By Andrea Douglas

…is life so dear or peace so sweet as to
be purchased at the price of chains and
slavery? --Patrick Henry, 1775

T

his is how we begin—in ocher and
black, against a field of luminous red
as though we are illuminated by fire. We
begin in the heat—the kind exacerbated by
the presence of something cool. We begin
with brown faces and raised fists and clear
eyes. We begin in sharpness—in angles
and wedges with slashes of light defining
our shape and our movement.
A long brown hand makes a gesture for
freedom. To my eyes, that hand belongs
to Patrick Henry. His form echoes that of
the lone blue figure in the painting, and the
wedge of cool color creates a turbulence,
pulls the eye around and through the spiral
energy that composes the painting. The intersection of angles creates points of tension and release, like eddies. The fists are
the crests of these waves, points of resolve.
Henry thrusts forward. His left hand
clutches the top of a lectern, which continues down through the center of the picture
and resolves itself to the point of the spear.
Its path is interrupted by three raised fists,
the last of which blocks a woman and child
from the spear’s point. The triangle of three
men recalls Jacques-Louis David’s The
Oath of the Horatii, another painting about
a call to arms and pledge of honor.
This is how Lawrence wants us to begin as Americans: robe-wrapped, with
brown hands making gestures for freedom. Henry’s words in the panel’s title are
not the obvious part of his speech, but in
1955 they were the most salient. In August
Emmett Till was lynched and in December
the Montgomery bus boycott began.

…we mutually pledge to each other our
Lives, our Fortunes, and our sacred Honour
—4 July 1776

I

n this panel Lawrence presents visual
ideas relating to the importance of the
colonial community, highlighting the role
of farmers and the contribution they made
to American freedom from British rule. The
lone farmer, bearing the burden of a wagonload of hay, carries the weight of independence forward, serving as a key figure
of human survival in a hostile environment.
The farmer must be prepared to clear the
land, till the soil, plant the crops needed to
provide food for himself and the community. Hard labor is implied here as we see the
tools needed to ensure a bountiful harvest:
rake, pitchfork, and scythe. A revolutionary musket that cuts the composition into
two equal halves symbolically announces
a measure of self-inspired action implying
freedom from British rule.
The spatial relations force the viewer to become a spectator looking in from
outside the picture plane. Lawrence uses
line as compositional content and it is his
individual way of defining form. Within
the subdued palette of this well-balanced
composition—umbers, ochers, and blue—a
intended accent of red keeps the human
action visually centered.
The struggle to survive and to declare
one’s freedom with honor is what is expressed in this panel. The Declaration of
Independence states the conditions by
which American freedom was obtained, but
the artist reminds the viewer that freedom
is often hard won and requires vigilant review at all times. Lawrence brings historical
conscientiousness and political astuteness
together, singling out the universal right to
be free, including from racial prejudice and
injustice in modern America.

Peace

Rather than expressing an emphatic declaration of peace, Lawrence’s scorched
and ruptured landscape, which opens to
reveal a more fecund one, seems to cry
out for solace. This plaintive sensibility is
buttressed by the work’s secondary title,
Ghent, a reference ot the Treaty of Ghent,
which ended the demoralizing War of
1812 and concretized American self-determination and Manifest Destiny. Perhaps
I am projecting, since I write just one week
after the anniversary of the Charlottesville,
Virginia, “summer of hate,” when the city’s
racial fissure was laid bare for the globe
to see. One month before this anniversary,
I and a hundred other passengers of varied age, race, and economic background
embarked on a pilgrimage to transport to
Montgomery, Alabama, soil recovered in
Charlottesville from the site of the horrific lynching murder of a black man, John
Henry James, in 1898. Along the nearly
seven hundred miles traveled, we stopped
at sites of America’s most violent racial interactions with the hope of comprehending
Charlottesville’s place in this ugly narrative.
Upon arriving in Montgomery, I suffered
the same emotional despair articulated by
Lawrence’s faceted and sharply angular
landscape. In 1956, when the work was
created, the Montgomery bus boycott was
in full swing with escalating violence that
included the bombing of Martin Luther
King Jr.’s home. American identity was
fracturing along the lines of its most basic
civil rights and the protest’s end was still
an entire year away. Yet there is hope in
Lawrence’s canvas. His emaciated flowers
strain upward toward a nourishing sky to
suggest that peace, which today seems so
elusive, is indeed attainable and fulfilling.

The local presentation of the exhibition
is presented by Alabama Power
and Vulcan Materials

Above: Jacob Lawrence, . . . is life so dear or peace so sweet as to
be purchased at the price of chains and slavery? —Patrick Henry, 1775,
Panel 1, 1955, from Struggle: From the History of the American People,
1954–56, Collection of Harvey and Harvey-Ann Ross. © 2019 The
Jacob and Gwendolyn Knight Lawrence Foundation, Seattle / Artists
Rights Society (ARS), New York
Right: Jacob Lawrence, . . . we mutually pledge to each other our Lives,
our Fortunes, and our sacred Honour — 4 July 1776, Panel 6, 1955,
from Struggle: From the History of the American People, 1954–56,
Collection of Harvey and Harvey-Ann Ross. © 2019 The Jacob and
Gwendolyn Knight Lawrence Foundation, Seattle / Artists Rights
Society (ARS), New York
Below: Jacob Lawrence, Peace, Panel 26, 1956, from Struggle: From
the History of the American People, 1954– 56, Collection of Bill and
Holly Marklyn. © 2019 The Jacob and Gwendolyn Knight Lawrence
Foundation, Seattle / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York

With Additional Support From
City of Birmingham
National Endowment for the Arts
The Robert R. Meyer Foundation
Alabama State Council on the Arts
Jefferson County Community Service Fund
Lydia Eustis Rogers Fund
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Hulsey
The Dora and Sanjay Singh Endowment
for Global Arts, Culture, and Education,
a fund at the Community Foundation of
Greater Birmingham
This exhibition has been organized by
the Peabody Essex Museum, Salem,
Massachusetts, and was co-curated by
Elizabeth Hutton Turner, Professor of
Modern Art at the University of Virginia
and Austen Barron Bailly, formerly PEM’s
Curator of American Art with support from
Lydia Gordon, PEM’s Associate Curator of
Exhibitions and Research at PEM.
This project is supported in part by the
National Endowment for the Arts. To find
out more about how National Endowment
for the Arts grants impact individuals and
communities, visit www.arts.gov.
Art + Exhibitions
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Exhibition

Long Term Installation · Main Lobby + Oscar’s Café

Wall to Wall

erritt Johnson

W
Rendering of the Wall to Wall installation in the Main Lobby

T

he Birmingham Museum of Art is pleased to announce a new ongoing project that invites artists to activate the Museum’s lobby and cafe
with artwork inspired by the city. Recognizing the lobby and cafe as vital places of exchange and communal gathering, the BMA seeks to
make these spaces more accessible by providing immersive, site-specific experiences created uniquely for the Museum.
The inaugural iteration of Wall to Wall will feature works created by Alaska-based artist Merritt Johnson that the Museum turned into vinyl wallpaper. After visiting Birmingham and learning about its environment and inhabitants, Johnson created four large-scale works that Johnson calls
“… love letters to land and water, and the resilience and wisdom they contain. They are acknowledgements of the weight recent human behavior
has placed on them, and on the gravity of the imbalances current behavior and legislation enforces.”
In each painting, Johnson considered the land and water of Birmingham while also exploring the ways people have recently devalued land in
search of profit. Johnson’s work engages the intersectional harm to land, water, and communities of color resulting from coal and steel industries,
institutional and environmental racism in which communities of color are disproportionately harmed. Her work for the Museum suggests the
obstructions we build, limiting our capacity to see land, water, and each other; the inevitability of our connection, and the beauty, abundance, and
resilience of the land as an example for us to follow.
Wall to Wall is presented by

Additional support is provided by the Alabama State Council on the Arts; the National Endowment for the Arts;
The EyeSight Foundation of Alabama; and the Dora and Sanjay Singh Endowment for Global Arts, Culture, and
Education, a fund at the Community Foundation of Greater Birmingham.
Art + Exhibitions
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Q+A

Exhibition Feature

HR: Can you tell us a little bit about the process of turning your paintings into vinyl wallpaper
for the lobby and cafe?
MJ: The works were created as larger scale paintings on archival printmaking paper using pigments, graphite and gouache, with the dimensions of the Museum walls in mind. To create the
wallpaper, some of the works were created with the intention that they would be mirrored and
repeated, while others were made with the intention they would be blown up to cover a specific wall as a single image. The mirrored and repeated images are concerned with the repetition
of behavior and also the repetition of some of the elements depicted on the land.

Merritt Johnson

HR: Can you tell us a little bit about the fences in your work?
MJ: The fences reference multiple realities. They represent actual fences used in an attempt
to keep things in or out, and also the idea of fences, the belief in division, and the impossibility
of separation. These works depict fences surrounding the superfund site, which are chain link
and are incapable of protecting anything living in or around the area from the heavy metals
and arsenic polluting the soil. Water and air are continually cycling, connecting all spaces
eventually and carrying any toxin or poison we add. There are also fences from an old mine
and from yards and gardens around the North Birmingham area, and again these fences reference the effort to draw a line, to protect or to designate space, but these lines are easily
crossed. They have been historically disregarded and moved when doing so serves the interest of those with the power to dissolve or move them.
Hallie Ringle, Hugh Kaul Curator of Contemporary Art: What was coming to Birmingham
like for you? Were you inspired by anything in particular?
Merritt Johnson: A lot of the places I visited and moved through in Birmingham reminded me
of where I grew up in West Baltimore. The history of industrial violence and pollution on land
mirroring the violence communities of color have been subjected to and the ways the land
and the spaces we build and occupy carry it. It was a very heavy visit for me in that way, the
weight the land and water are under, as well as human and non-human communities that are
impacted is so much. Land and water is always inspiring, there is so much we can learn about
perseverance and resilience and strength from land and water.
HR: You visited in February and so much has changed, including a global pandemic and large
Black Lives Matter protests. Has your perspective about this project and the works you’ve
made shifted in any way?
MJ: Not really. I feel like COVID-19 has just cast light onto realities that have persisted for
generations, realities and conditions that many of us have been fighting for generations, and
that it’s cast light onto the reality of our interdependence and connections, onto our access or
lack of access. The extent to which technology and social media empowers us to document
and share information has shifted and expanded our access to, and capacity for, rejecting
social and political oppression. Black Lives Matter has been working for justice since 2013,
but before COVID-19, there was so much distraction for so many people, from the distractions afforded by white privilege not to engage, and the distractions of necessity: employment, childcare, education. The current circumstances have created this intersection where
people are out of work, schools are closed, and people who have not been able to show up
in sustained ways, and people who have not been aware enough of the need, are showing up.
These issues around environmental racism, and institutional racism, and legislated occupation
and destruction of land have existed in this hemisphere for 500 years, and the work to end
them is an intergenerational responsibility that we need to commit to long term.

Above: Merritt Johnson (American, born 1977), Skydome
bends down to see why Water is so heavy, 2020, acrylic
gouache, acrylic, graphite and pastel pigment on 156 lb
cotton cold pressed archival watercolor paper. Courtesy of
the artist and Accola Griefen Fine Art, New York. © 2020
Merritt Johnson
Right: Merritt Johnson (American, born 1977), When they
piled up land like garbage and thought a fence would save
them, 2020, acrylic gouache, acrylic, graphite and pastel
pigment on 156 lb cotton cold pressed archival watercolor
paper. Courtesy of the artist and Accola Griefen Fine Art,
New York. © 2020 Merritt Johnson

HR: The titles of your work are so beautiful! Can you share how you named the works?
MJ: Thank you. I think about titles like names, of how we call things, and also as a kind of
container for remembering information or story along with the image. So the titles name the
works, and they also name beyond the works, or call outside the works to remember and to
think about what the work holds, what it can offer us for thought and action. I think about the
titles as calling back to what has happened, and naming something now, and also calling into
the future through what we do and how we choose to be as building what comes next.

Above: Merritt Johnson (American, born 1977), When they built fences
against air and Water and ignored the ones they were killing, 2020, acrylic gouache, acrylic, graphite and pastel pigment on 156 lb cotton cold
pressed archival watercolor paper. Courtesy of the artist and Accola
Griefen Fine Art, New York. © 2020 Merritt Johnson
Right: Merritt Johnson (American, born 1977), When the Sky made
an escape ladder for the fast water lilies, 2020, acrylic gouache, acrylic,
graphite and pastel pigment on 156 lb cotton cold pressed archival watercolor paper. Courtesy of the artist and Accola Griefen Fine Art, New
York. © 2020 Merritt Johnson

About Merritt Johnson
Merritt Johnson was born in West Baltimore and spent her childhood navigating between trees, tarps, concrete, and culture. Johnson’s work is
rooted in her experience as a cis-gender pansexual woman of mixed (non-status) Mohawk, Blackfoot, and Settler descent. From this perspective,
her work, as she states, “asserts agency for mixed bodies, and allegiance with land and water.”
Johnson earned her BFA from Carnegie Mellon University and her MFA from Massachusetts College of Art. Johnson’s work is in many public
and private collections including The Birmingham Museum of Art and The Museum of Contemporary Native Arts, Santa Fe, NM.
Art + Exhibitions
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Exhibition

October 6 · 2020 – May 2 · 2021 · Arrington Gallery

An Epic of Earth and Water

Clare Leighton and the “New England Industries” Series

I

n 1948, the Wedgwood company asked
British-American artist Clare Leighton
(1898-1989) to create a series of twelve
designs to be printed on a limited edition
set of creamware plates for the American
market. Wedgwood decided that the theme
would be “New England Industries,” but
gave Leighton freedom to choose which
industries she would focus on, an exciting opportunity for the artist, who was well
familiar with New England from summers
spent in Cape Cod, Massachusetts.
Thus began a journey for the artist, who
spent the next three years of her life exploring New England’s countryside and
seaside villages in an effort to better understand the place and the people. In the end,
Leighton chose twelve industries that represent the heart and soul of New England:
whaling; cranberrying; marble quarrying;
maple sugaring; cod fishing; ship building;
farming; tobacco growing; logging; grist
milling; ice cutting; and lobstering. Typical
of Leighton’s work, each design—from the
figures included to the vignettes of tools
and assorted equipment associated with
the industry—is created with respect and
dignity through the use of powerful lines
and rich tones of black and white.
“We’ve recently acquired Leighton’s
twelve wood engravings for the series, and
are so excited to present them alongside
the twelve Wedgwood plates,” said Dr.
Anne Forschler-Tarrasch, The Marguerite
Jones Harbert and John M. Harbert III
Curator of Decorative Arts. “This is a

wonderful period in the artist’s work, but
also at the Wedgwood company, which at
the time invited new artists to create fresh
designs for tablewares and other decorative objects.”
On view from October 31, 2020
through May 2, 2021, An Epic of Earth
and Water: Clare Leighton and the “New
England Industries” Series will highlight
the twelve wood engravings created by
Leighton for Wedgwood juxtaposed with
the twelve creamware plates produced in
1952. The exhibition will explore Leighton
as artist, her process, and the Wedgwood
commission.
An Epic of Earth and Water: Clare Leighton
and the “New England Industries” Series is
made possible by Thomas Richard Broker;
the Marguerite Jones Harbert and John
M. Harbert III Fund; the Dora and Sanjay
Singh Endowment for Global Arts, Culture,
and Education, a fund at the Community
Foundation of Greater Birmingham; and an
anonymous donor.
Additional support is provided by the City
of Birmingham, the Alabama State Council
on the Arts, and the National Endowment
for the Arts.
Clare Leighton (American, born England, 1898 –1989) Lobstering,
1949 –1950, wood engraving; Museum purchase with funds provided
by the Wedgwood Society of Washington, D.C., Inc., Adele Ierubino
Barnett, Founder, 2018.17
Designed by Clare Leighton (American, born England, 1898–1989),
Wedgwood (England, est. 1759), Lobstering, from the New England
Industries series, about 1952, glazed earthenware (creamware); Lent
by Tom Broker, T.2020.50

Art + Exhibitions
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T

he latest installment in our Ways
of Seeing exhibition series, Ways of
Seeing: Buildings and Monuments, was
slated to open to the public on Friday, April
10. Instead, April 10 marked one month of
most of the Museum’s staff working from
home, as the coronavirus began to shape
our lives in ways large and small. Following
cross country shelter in place orders, everyone has new ways of seeing. This exhibition’s topic of buildings and monuments
was certainly reshaped by this period. As
plexiglass barriers and distance markers
have sprung up across Birmingham’s public spaces, other changes reshaped the
city’s built environment, and we became
more mindful of the space around us as
well the space we occupied. Following
protests asserting the value of Black lives
and calling for the Confederate monument
standing at the center of Birmingham to be
removed, the City took action, dismantling
the racist sculpture on June 2, 2020.
Ways of Seeing: Buildings and
Monuments is an exhibition of nearly sixty
objects from the Museum’s collection that
will draw visitors’ attention to these unexamined spaces through the work of artists,
designers, and architects. Among the pieces included on the exhibition’s checklist in
April 2020 was architectural photographer
Philip Trager’s Confederate Soldier and
Sailor Monument, Eternal Flame of Freedom,
one of nine images of Birmingham the artist was commissioned by The Birmingham
News and the Museum to create in 1987.
In showing this image of the monument,
we planned to share its history through a
digital interactive while asking visitors to
consider how monuments are seen by and
impact fellow Birminghamians.

The demolition of the Confederate
Soldiers and Sailors Monument prompted a change of course. No longer does
it serve our community to show a photograph of a recently destroyed racist monument that was built on the highest point in
the park as a beacon for the Confederacy
and white supremacy. Although the destruction of the monument is only a symbolic act against racism and inequity—the
mere beginning of work that needs to be
done to build a more just and equitable
society—it was also a symbolic act that
meant a great deal. Instead of exhibiting
Trager’s photograph, the team that created the exhibition is working to share the
history of Birmingham’s centrally located
park and the space the monument occupied as a space of not only racism but also
resistance.
We are spending time with our neighbors, talking to members of the community
who advocated for the removal of the monument and are positively impacted by its
demolition. These dialogues are an examination of the effects of this space through
the lenses of different communities. The
park is not only a container for the monument, but also a space within which the
world proceeded. Through these insights
we want the exhibition and our visitors to
instead recognize the space as a co-product of these proceedings by understanding
the park’s history as a site of both racism
and resistance, inequality and justice. In
place of a work from the collection, we will
share these perspectives in the exhibition,
an opportunity to demonstrate the power
and problems with seeing buildings and
monuments, both within the Museum and
just beyond the Museum’s front door.

Ways of Seeing: Buildings and Monuments is part of the BMA’s Ways of Seeing exhibition
series that explores themes, perspectives, and ideas from across the Museum’s global art
collections in the Bohorfoush Gallery. This initiative is made possible with support from the
Alabama State Council on the Arts and the National Endowment for the Arts.

The base of the monument the day after removal began. Photograph taken on June 2, 2020.

Exhibition

October 6 · 2020 – March · 2021 · Bohorfoush Gallery

WAYS OF SEEING

Buildings + Monuments
Ways of Seeing: Buildings and Monuments
is presented by The Philip A. Morris
Fund for the Design Arts, a fund of
the Community Foundation of Greater
Birmingham, with additional support from
bDot architecture and the Dora and Sanjay
Singh Endowment for Global Arts, Culture,
and Education, a fund at the Community
Foundation of Greater Birmingham.

Above: The space previously occupied by the monument. Photograph
taken on September 18, 2020.
Left: Writing on a monument nearby the Confederate Soldiers and
Sailors Monument in Linn Park. Photograph taken June 1, 2020.
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Exhibition

All Things Bright
and Beautiful
Pizitz Galleries

A

ll Things Bright and Beautiful brings
together works primarily from the
Museum’s permanent collection that look
at themes of power and agency. This exhibition takes its name from a painting by
Amy Sherald, whose portraits depict Black
sitters with pride, dignity, and joy, representation historically only afforded to white
people. Some artists in the exhibition look
towards power in other creative endeavors,
like music. Others contemplate the hidden
potential of everyday objects by transforming them into works of art. Several artists

engage the representation of space and
architecture—including museum spaces—to discover the dynamics of power.
Considered together, these works illustrate
the importance of being seen, choosing
how to be depicted, and telling one’s own
history.
All Things Bright & Beautiful is made possible by Virginia and John Hillhouse.
Additional support is provided the City of
Birmingham, the Alabama State Council on
the Arts, and the National Endowment for
the Arts.

Above, left: Amy Sherald, Born Columbus, Georgia 1973, Lives and works in Baltimore, Maryland, All Things Bright and
Beautiful, 2016, oil on canvas; Collection of Frances and Burton Reifler, Winston-Salem, N.C. T.2018.23. Courtesy the artist
and Hauser & Wirth
Above, right: Odili Donald Odita, Born Enugu, Nigeria 1966, Lives and works in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Gravity’s
Rainbow, 2001, acrylic on canvas; Purchase in memory of Iain MacPherson Alexander by docents, friends of the Collectors
Circle for Contemporary Art, and Margaret, Brenden and Bruce Alexander, 2002.138

Art + Exhibitions
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Programs
+ Events

Virtual Lecture

Thursday · November 5 · 6pm · 2020 Chenoweth Lecture

Save the Date

Amy Sherald
In Conversation

Going Virtual
During the ongoing COVID-19 crisis, our top concern remains the health and safety of our visitors, staff, and patrons.
Therefore, any programs and events will be held virtually for the
foreseeable future. We are continuing to host a vibrant weekly
offering of programs, from interviews with local artists in our
ArtBreak series to virtual parties featuring custom cocktails,
art making kits, performances, and DJ sets as part of Art After
5, to panel discussions on issues affecting our communities
today. Visit our website for more information.

The BMA is pleased to welcome American
painter Amy Sherald as the speaker of
its 2020 Chenoweth Lecture. Join us for
a live virtual conversation with Curator
of Contemporary Art Hallie Ringle and
our Manager of Public Programs Carey
Fountain. Registration coming soon!
A native of Columbus, Georgia, painter Amy Sherald received her BA in painting from Clark Atlanta University in 1997,
thereafter apprenticing with Arturo Lindsay,
professor of art at Spelman College.
Winner of the National Portrait Gallery’s
pres- tigious Outwin Boochever Portraiture
Competition (2015) and the High Museum
of Art’s David C. Driskell Prize (2018).
Sherald was thrust into the national spotlight when she was commissioned to paint
First Lady Michelle Obama’s official portrait for the Smithsonian’s National Portrait
Gallery. Reflecting on seeing her portrait
at the National Portrait Gallery, Michelle
Obama said, “I’m also thinking about all the
young people, par- ticularly girls, and girls
of color, who in years ahead will come to
this place and they will look up and they
will see an image of someone who looks
like them hanging on the wall of this great
American institution. I know the kind of impact that will have on their lives, because I
was one of those girls.”
The Chenoweth lectures are endowed by Dr. Arthur I. Chenoweth as a memorial to his brother
and parents. The purpose of the lectures is to encourage international understanding through
the presentation of a variety of subjects by specialists in their fields.
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News +
Giving
Data Breach Notification
What Happened

BMA Announces Director of
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
The Birmingham Museum of Art is pleased
to announce the appointment of Dr. Emily G.
Hanna, Senior Curator of the Arts of Africa
and the Americas as Director of Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion, a new position on the
BMA’s executive leadership team.
“At the Birmingham Museum of Art, we
now understand the urgency with which we
must address systemic racism from an institutional standpoint, even amid the challenges
presented by a global pandemic. The creation of this important position on our leadership team is the first actionable step we
have taken since the BMA publicly committed to support the work of social justice and
racial equity in early June,” says Dr. Graham
C. Boettcher, The R. Hugh Daniel Director of
the Birmingham Museum of Art. “I am proud
to have Dr. Emily Hanna step up to serve in
this capacity. For nearly two decades, Emily
has advocated for inclusion in every facet
of the institution, from staffing to museum
collections. She has lifted the stories, experiences, and artistic achievements of diverse
peoples and groups through her curatorial
work and civic engagement, and this new role
will allow her to lead the effort to create real
and sustained change within our organization
and our relationship with the community we
serve.”
The Director of Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion serves to lead, facilitate, and coordinate the internal and external efforts

necessary to create an institutional environment that is welcoming, accessible, diverse,
hospitable, and respectful to all. The position
will strive to create an inclusive culture and
drive organizational progress. This includes
the integration of diversity, equity, and inclusion into the Museum collections, galleries, exhibitions, and programs; workforce
development; supplier diversity and vendor/
supplier development; internal and external
communication; internal resource groups; and
the development of accountability metrics.
Hanna has served at the BMA for nearly 18 years, curating over thirty exhibitions
ranging from Haitian Vodou flags to contemporary Pueblo ceramics. She has long championed Alabama artists, curating numerous
exhibitions including an annex dedicated to
Alabama folk art, and the recent exhibition
The Original Makers: Folk Art from the Cargo
Collection, whose catalog won a 2019 ARLIS
award. Her exhibition Spiral: An African
American Art Collective traveled to The Studio
Museum in Harlem in 2011. In her role as curator of Native American art, Hanna has organized the Museum’s response to the Native
American Graves Protection and Repatriation
Act (NAGPRA), and has shepherded a significant NAGPRA repatriation claim which
will result in the return of three objects to the
Tlingit people of Alaska next spring. Her acquisitions of contemporary Native American
art, and work with living Native artists, are

transforming the Museum’s collection and its
relationship with Native communities.
Hanna’s relationships with diverse community organizations and faith groups has
resulted in programmatic exchange and partnership with several area HBCUs, the Ghana
Sister City Committee, and the Birmingham
Islamic Society, among many others. She
established the Sankofa Society, a museum
patron group dedicated to the exhibition and
acquisition of African American art. She was
the founding organizer of Miles College Night
at the Museum, an annual evening event for
the Birmingham HBCU, now in its sixth year.
The relationship between the museum and
the college continues to grow in scope.
Hanna received her Ph.D. in African Art
from the University of Iowa. In between periods of graduate fieldwork in West Africa,
she held a Whitney Doctoral Fellow at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York.
Prior to joining the BMA, she taught and curated at Spelman College and Georgia State
University, and served as an adjunct curator
at the High Museum of Art. She is a graduate
of the 2015 class of Leadership Birmingham,
and was a 2016 fellow of the Center for
Curatorial Leadership in New York. She is
a member of numerous professional organizations, and served on the Committee for
Diversity and Inclusion of the Association of
Art Museum Curators.

The Birmingham Museum of Art recognizes that the operation of the Museum requires the maintenance and management of extensive donor records. We take the protection and proper use of
those records very seriously. We were recently notified that Blackbaud, the third-party service provider which hosts our donor database, suffered a security breach earlier this year. At this time, we
understand they discovered and stopped a ransomware attack in May of 2020. After discovering the
attempted attack, Blackbaud’s Cyber Security team—together with independent forensics experts
and law enforcement— successfully prevented the cybercriminal from blocking their system access
and fully encrypting files; and ultimately expelled them from their system.

What Information Was Involved
Prior to locking the cybercriminal out, the cybercriminal removed a copy of a subset of data from
Blackbaud’s self-hosted environment. A copy of the Museum’s database backup was part of this
incident. It’s important to note that the cybercriminal did not access credit cardholder data stored in
our database. However, we have determined that the file removed may have contained donor contact
information, demographic information, and giving history, such as donation dates and amounts, but it
did not contain credit card or bank account details. Because protecting customers’ data is their top
priority, Blackbaud paid the cybercriminal’s demand with confirmation that the copy they removed
had been destroyed. Based on the nature of the incident, their research, and third party (including
law enforcement) investigation, Blackbaud has no reason to believe that any data went beyond the
cybercriminal, was or will be misused, or will be disseminated or otherwise made available publicly.

What We Are Doing
Ensuring the safety of our constituents’ data is of the utmost importance to us. As part of their ongoing efforts to help prevent something like this from happening in the future, Blackbaud has already implemented several changes that will protect your data from any subsequent incidents. First,
Blackbaud’s teams were able to quickly identify the vulnerability associated with this incident, including the tactics used by the cybercriminal, and took swift action to fix it. They have confirmed through
testing by multiple third parties, including the appropriate platform vendors, that their fix withstands
all known attack tactics. Additionally, they are accelerating our efforts to further harden their environment through enhancements to access management, network segmentation, deployment of additional endpoint and network-based platforms.

For More Information
We sincerely apologize for this incident and regret any inconvenience it may cause you. Should you
have any further questions or concerns regarding this matter and/or the protections available to you,
please do not hesitate to contact Development Database Administrator Kelli Everett at 205.297.8088
or keverett@artsbma.org.
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Teen BMA														By Mabry Smyer -- Teen BMA volunteer
From my years of being a volunteer for Teen BMA, the lesson I’ve learned that has resonated
with me the most is what an incredible impact art can have on a person’s life: on my own life,
and on the lives of every person I’ve seen walk through the museum doors. One thing that is
not recognized enough is that art is empowering and highly accessible as a form of self-expression. I’m not a great artist myself, not by a long shot, but I constantly observe moments
proving the immeasurably powerful impact that art can make on an individual and on entire
communities.
It could be the small things: catching a little kid happily drenching his art piece, one that he
had so carefully put together, with glitter glue. Or, of course, the bigger things: seeing a mural
being painted by dozens of different hands over the course of a few hours until it finally blossoms into a brilliant showcase of color. And both of those snapshots were only from last year’s
Teen Night. To me, moments like those are what Teen BMA is all about. Above all else, Teen
BMA is a program that allows teen volunteers from all over Birmingham to make significant
connections to the art within our museum, and, furthermore, to help museum visitors make
their own lasting connections to art.
It’s why I volunteer at the museum; it’s why I spend hours researching our collection, putting
together tours, and brainstorming new activities for people of all ages and backgrounds. Teen

BMA has given me the opportunity to share with members of my community something that
I love so much. And that “something” can take many forms; it isn’t simply art as we perceive
it. It’s the bigger picture, found in the smallest, most minute details; from tidbits of culture and
history, ideas of empowerment and equity, all the way down to the choice made with a single
line—it’s all critical in breaking down a complete picture into a means of advocacy and change.
Year after year, the museum gives us teen volunteers unique opportunities to learn more
about art and its impact. To kick off the year last fall, Teen BMA got an exclusive first look at
Black Out: Silhouettes Then and Now, and received training on how to approach such an extraordinary exhibition. The evening began quietly, requiring plenty of introspection from each
individual, but, soon enough, the crowd of teen volunteers, both old and new, blossomed into
lively conversation about representation, activism, identity, and countless other topics related
to the silhouettes before us. As our museum’s first bilingual exhibition, it also gave me a lot
to think about regarding art and accessibility, and how valuable a tour around the museum
could be to any visitor. As a tour guide and gallery attendant for Teen BMA, I can attest to
there being something very special about leading a tour, about possibly inciting a difficult (yet
ultimately rewarding) conversation with complete strangers. One of my favorite experiences
of this year was participating in the museum's activities on International Day of the Girl. That

day, I led a tour with a few other girls from Teen BMA; we all chose vastly different pieces to
study and introduce to our audience, and, at every tour stop, each of us took a turn to explain
what womanhood meant to us, in our own ways. Other teen volunteers came to watch our tour
when they could take a break from their own responsibilities at either the Studio School or Art
Cart. All in all, it was incredibly fun to simply have a conversation about art with the volunteers
and with other museum visitors.
Being a volunteer for Teen BMA has been an invaluable experience for me, and, as a senior
in high school, I am sad to have to say goodbye to the program. Unfortunately, we had to cancel Teen Night this year; we had to cancel a lot of our spring plans, actually. Still, I am excited
for the future of Teen BMA and for the future of the museum in general. If you are (or know
of) a current high schooler with an interest in art and/or in service at all, I deeply encourage
you to keep Teen BMA in mind! Filling out an application is quick, easy, and so, so worth it.
Holding a tour guide position in particular I have found to be tremendously rewarding; I have
gotten to speak to so many fantastic people and have heard countless remarkable stories.
Through Teen BMA, I have found my voice, I have discovered the power of self-expression,
and I have learned a unique, beautiful way to serve the members of this community.
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Q+A

Meet the Manager of Public Programs Carey Fountain
The Museum is excited to introduce our new manager of public programs, Carey Fountain, who joined the BMA at the end of March, one
week after the Museum closed to the public and staff began working
from home due to the COVID-19 pandemic. He quickly jumped in to
help create content for our digital platform #BMAfromHome, including the popular Instagram video series Artists in Quarantine. Carey is
excited to plan programs and events when the Museum reopens, but
for now, he has lots of ideas for how to engage with visitors at home.

Meet the Director of
Development
Nancy Hendrix
The Birmingham Museum of Art recently welcomed a new director
of development, Nancy Hendrix. Nancy has nearly a decade of experience in non-profit development and joins the BMA after more than
three years as deputy director of development at the Equal Justice
Initiative in Montgomery, Alabama. She began her new position at
the BMA on August 10, and hit the ground running, as the leader
of the Museum’s fundraising efforts during a most challenging time.
We asked Nancy a few questions about her role at the BMA and the
importance of supporting arts and culture initiatives.
BMA: How has your experience at EJI prepared you for this role?
Nancy Hendrix: During my time at EJI, I had the privilege to see
firsthand how art elevates difficult narratives and builds bridges at
the intersection of the many complex issues we are facing in modern society. It was a unique opportunity to participate in a mission
where art and architecture are an essential element of community
transformation.
BMA: Tell us about your approach to fundraising for a mission centered cultural institution.
NH: My role is to bring value to all of the organization’s stakeholders--- the talented and skilled professionals whose life’s work are
rooted in community impact and also the dedicated patrons who
generously devote their hard earned resources to making that work
possible. The goal is to generate healthy, mission-centered organizational support by being a trusted resource to both the museum’s
staff and its supporters.

BMA: Why is supporting arts and culture important during these
times?
NH: It is in our most challenging moments that many of us seek
refuge and understanding through artistic expression and exploration. As one of Birmingham’s landmark cultural institutions, the
Birmingham Museum of Art continues to bring comfort, creativity, hope and enlightenment to our community. Our talented and
dedicated staff have worked tirelessly to adapt to challenges never before experienced. We’ve taken decisive action to address new
realities and remain fully committed to hosting innovative digital
and virtual programming, student and teacher resources for virtual
learning; thought-provoking exhibitions; and we will swiftly return to
robust educational initiatives in our galleries once it is safe to gather
in groups again.
BMA: What is your greatest challenge and greatest opportunity at
the BMA?
NH: Fundraising during this pandemic has necessitated all non-profits take a full reassessment and quickly pivot development efforts.
We must reconsider the effectiveness of our efforts and the value
they bring to both the organization and the communities we serve.
We are experiencing a time when we must focus on the present and
the future through an entirely new lens, presenting development
professionals with a duality of challenge and opportunity.
BMA: What are you most looking forward to about working at the
BMA?
NH: To put it simply, there are too many to count. It is invigorating
to work alongside such incredibly knowledgeable and creative professionals, empowering to be a part of a mission driven cultural institution, and gratifying to know that what I do each day positively
impacts thousands of children, families, and individuals in our community and beyond.

Birmingham Museum of Art: When did you first become interested in art?
Carey Fountain: As far as I can remember I've always been interested in the arts. It all started with hip-hop to which I've been writing
songs since the age of 11. Soon the writing turned into wanting to
learn about music composition, which turned into an interest in digital
art and video editing, which eventually turned into an interest in visual
arts and socially-engaged practices. Really just letting my curiosity
guide me!
BMA: You have a lot of experience in art education. Can you tell us
more about your background?
CF: As an undergrad at the University of Alabama I began experimenting with organizing programs as an intern for Creative Campus,
also hosting local concerts, and events for my clothing line Live Grind
Love. As I moved to Birmingham, me and a close friend started an art
and music event series called LITHOUSE at the Syndicate Lounge.
The event was a hit and after two years of consistency, my passion
evolved into creating platforms to bring together diverse groups of
people in a more interactive art experience and Vibes & Virtues was
born. As V&V began to make a name around Birmingham in venues
like Carrigan's Public House and Stephen Smith Fine Art, I began
working as a programming director intern for ArtsRevive in Selma,
Alabama. During my year with that organization, I fell even further in
love with the work and gained a stronger foundation in organizational
programming, which eventually led to me now working with BMA!

BMA: The Artists in Quarantine series has given our audience a
unique opportunity to learn about and hear from local artists. What
inspired you to come up with the series?
CF: I think it came up through a conversation with Hallie Ringle, our
curator of contemporary art, but the idea was to try to bring clarity in
these unprecedented times. By giving local artists a platform to share
how they are adapting and working through COVID-19, we can help
to make our local arts community stronger and more connected. I’m
hoping that AIQ will help us to understand how this all will impact and
affect the future of the Birmingham arts community.
BMA: If you had to choose, which AIQ interview has been your favorite so far? Can you give us the inside scoop and tell us who you will
interview next?
CF: It’s hard to really pick a favorite because I am always surprised
with how much I learn from each artist. There are things I take away
from each one that stand out, but to name a few specifics: I enjoyed
talking with Steven Finley a lot because I have seen him grow so
much throughout the years and hearing him talk about what goes
into his powerful work was really inspiring. Doug Baulos is up there,
too, because we have never formally met, but had mutual friends and
colleagues, so it was great sharing our first conversation on camera and getting a glimpse of his unique perspective and neverending
knowledge.
As for what’s next, I have been reaching out to performance artists,
musicians, and other artists that practice in visual arts and beyond
to challenge the ways people perceive "art" and shine a light on the
people in our community doing amazing things.
BMA: What are you most excited about in your new position?
CF: Transitioning into a new job in the middle of a pandemic, social uprising, and economic turmoil has definitely complicated things!
These new challenges excite and inspire me because I believe this is
when art can show its true power of unification. I'm honored to be in
a position to create programs that will help empower our community.

BMA: Why do you enjoy working in art education and programming?
CF: I am driven by art's unique ability to inspire change. As a father
and an artist, I believe art is a spaceship to freedom, driven by the
youth. I enjoy doing what I can to make a difference and working
alongside like-minded people that share the same passion to build
bridges and tear down walls.
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In Memoriam

Remembering
Emma Amos

By Dr. Emily G. Hanna, Senior Curator, Arts of Africa and the Americas

T

he Birmingham Museum of Art recognizes with profound appreciation
the life and art of Emma Amos, who died
on May 20, 2020.
Born in Atlanta in 1937, Emma studied with painter Hale Woodruff while still
in her teens, and ultimately traveled to
New York where she attended New York
University, and established her career as
an artist. Woodruff invited her to become
part of the 1960s African American art
collective Spiral, which included Romare
Bearden, Charles Alston, and Norman
Lewis, among others. She was the
youngest member of the group, and the
only woman. She taught at the Mason
Gross School of Art at Rutgers University
for 28 years, serving as chair for several
years. Her work is included in numerous
major museum collections, and is the
subject of a retrospective currently being
organized by the Georgia Museum of Art.
Emma’s paintings and prints draw the
viewer immediately. The paintings are often large and dominated by human figures which are floating or falling. Some
are portraits of family members or public figures and others are self-portraits.
Encoded in the work, across the many

decades of her career, is the observation
that experiences and opportunities in life
are largely shaped by one’s gender and
the color of one’s skin.
I was privileged to visit Emma’s studio
numerous times over a period of twenty-five years, and count those among
the most precious experiences of my

career. Following a 2003 studio visit led
by former BMA Curator of Contemporary
Art David Moos and myself, the BMA’s
Collectors Circle for Contemporary
Art voted to acquire Emma’s work,
Measuring, Measuring for the Museum’s
collection, in partnership with the newly
formed Sankofa Society. The stunning

mixed-media work, which addresses
standards of beauty in western culture,
has been featured in numerous publications and exhibitions, and graces the
cover of Lisa Farrington’s book Creating
Their Own Image: The History of African
American Women Artists.
Two of Emma’s paintings were included in the BMA’s 2010 exhibition Spiral:
An African American Art Collective,
and she was the honored guest at the
Museum’s Sankofa Society Soiree that
same year. When the Spiral exhibition traveled to The Studio Museum in
Harlem in 2011, she welcomed a delegation from Birmingham to her studio—a
truly magical experience.
I join many who loved her dearly, and
who will miss her wit, intelligence, and
spirit. Through her art, we will have the
continued opportunity to see the world
through her eyes.

Emma Amos, Measuring, Measuring, 1995, acrylic on linen canvas,
Kente fragment, batiked hand swatches, African strip woven borders,
and laser-transfer photographs; Museum purchase with funds provided
by the Collectors Circle for Contemporary Art and the Traditional Arts
Acquisition Fund, 2003.35. Art © Emma Amos/Licensed by VAGA,
New York, NY
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In Memoriam

Remembering
Carolyn Sandlin Wade

By Dr. Graham C. Boettcher, The R. Hugh Daniel Director

I

t is with great sadness that I share the news that our longtime friend and patron Carolyn
Wade passed away on September 5, 2020.
An active member of the BMA's Collectors Circle for Contemporary Art, Friends of American
Art, European Art Society, and Asian Art Society, Carolyn has for many years been a fixture at
Museum events, bringing a splash of color and sense of daring to our gatherings with her love
of Japanese avant-garde high fashion, such as the sculptural dress she’s seen wearing in the
photo from the 2011 Guggenheim International gala to the right. She was equally if not more
so known for her kindness, optimism, wonderful sense of humor, and unquenchable curiosity.
Carolyn was a lifelong learner, and when she read a good book, she wanted to share it with
everyone, often buying multiple copies to hand out to friends and acquaintances.
Carolyn’s love of creative and colorful design extended from fashion to interiors. Her unique
home, a total work of art in itself, is a testament to her sense of fun and adventure. Last year,
she was the driving force behind bringing iconic English interior designer Nina Campbell to
the BMA, which was a resounding success.
There will be a private family burial, and due to COVID-19, plans for a celebration of
Carolyn's life are indefinite at this time. In lieu of flowers, please make contributions to the
Birmingham Museum of Art, Space One Eleven, a museum or charity of your choice. A link to
Carolyn's obituary can be found here.
On behalf of the BMA, I extend my deepest sympathy to her family and many friends. She
will be dearly missed.
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Docents Visit Southeast Asia

By Angela May, Assistant Curator of Education

F

The whole group at Angkor Wat in Cambodia

rom trekking through the jungles of Cambodia to see the River of a Thousand Lingas, to enjoying
a sunrise hot air balloon ride over the Land of a Thousand Pagodas in Burma, the docent trip to
Southeast Asia was something we will not soon forget. I had the great fortune of not only getting to
organize and lead the Museum’s first international docent trip, but I also had the pleasure and privilege of taking docents to the places I, personally, love most in the world.
Keeping the needs of the docents in mind and wanting to create something special just for them, I
designed this trip around connecting works in the BMA’s collection to the regions in which they were
made. For example, in Thailand we made
connections between the small-scale
sculptures of the Buddha in our collection to the monumental sculptures of the
Buddha in the active temples of Thailand,
such as the world famous reclining Buddha
at Wat Pho. In Cambodia, we visited the ancient temple of Bantay Srei, where we compared the door lintels there to the one we
have displayed in our galleries. In Vietnam,
we visited the ceramic village of Ban Trang
to witness ceramic production and compared the process to our renowned collection of Vietnamese ceramics. In Myanmar,
we looked at the use of gold to adorn images of the Buddha, and compared that to
our gold-covered Burmese Buddha in the
galleries.
The trip escalated to superstar status when our new curator of Asian Art,
Katherine Anne Paul joined the trip. Her
endless energy and knowledge enhanced
the trip and we all felt so fortunate that her first BMA trip was with our group. Katie contributed to the
trip by adding new locations to our itinerary, like the last minute excursion to the Jim Thompson house
museum in Bangkok where we saw exceptional architecture and had the best coconut ice cream.
Aside from collection connections, we also spent a lot of time taking in the unique wonders that
Southeast Asia has to offer. In Thailand, we visited the Grand Palace to see the Emerald Buddha,
rode the canals to get a glimpse of everyday life, and danced the night away on a river cruise. In
Cambodia, we spent hours marveling at the splendor of the magnificent temple of Angkor Wat, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. We watched traditional apsara dancing, went to the night market, and
visited Artisans Angkor to view the fusion of contemporary and traditional art-making practices. In
Vietnam, we explored the streets of Hanoi, attended a traditional water puppet show, sailed around
Ha Long Bay, climbed around 300 steps at the contemporary Buddhist temple Bai Dinh, and ate the
best banh mi sandwich ever made. In Myanmar (formerly Burma), we visited the ancient city of Bagan,
another UNESCO World Heritage Site. Once the capital of the Pagan Kingdom, this archaeological
zone boasts over three thousand Buddhist temples and pagodas. In Yangon, formerly Rangoon, we

Guardian figures at the Grand Palace in

View from a hot air balloon in Burma

Bangkok

Shwedagon Pagoda

Angkor Wat at sunrise

had the pleasure of visiting the world famous Shwedagon Pagoda. This Buddhist pilgrimage
site is believed to contain Buddhist relics and is 167 ft. high, completely covered in gold plates,
and the crown is tipped with 5,448 diamonds and 2,317 rubies.
Four countries in two weeks is quite a fast-paced adventure, but not a moment was lost as
we connected the BMA’s galleries to the greater global context.
News + Giving
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Tribute + Memorial Gifts

Corporate Partners

Gift date range for this edition of Medium is January 1, 2020–April 30, 2020

Founder’s Circle

In Honor of:

In Memory of:

Mrs. Elon Allen: Dr. Elizabeth B. Holloway and Mr. James T. Holloway

Mr. David R. Baker: Dr. Graham C. Boettcher

Antiquarian Society of Birmingham Alabama: Mr. and Mrs. James R. Wooten

Mrs. Lynne Y. Bolvig: Mr. Henry S. Lynn, Jr.

Mrs. Pam Baugh: The Canterbury Club

Mrs. Shila Donovan Bowron: Antiquarian Society of Birmingham Alabama

Dr. Graham C. Boettcher: Mr. Jason Gardner

Mrs. Gera Comfort: Antiquarian Society of Birmingham Alabama

Mr. and Mrs. William A. Bowron, Jr.: Mr. and Mrs. W. Martin Beasley

Mrs. Bernice M. Hill: Antiquarian Society of Birmingham Alabama

Miss Anne Coleman Bradford: Dr. and Mrs. Robert G. Haas

Murray B. Johnston: Mr. and Mrs. Francis H. Crockard, Jr.; Ms. Cindy Martin; Dr.

Miss Mary Johnson Bradford: Dr. and Mrs. Robert G. Haas

Altec Industries, Inc.
Arlington Properties, Inc.
BL Harbert International
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP
Brasfield & Gorrie, LLC
Jemison Investment Co., Inc.
Milo’s Tea Company
New Capital Partners

Alexander M. Nading and Mrs. Susan W. Nading

Miss Gunter Moren Crommelin: Dr. and Mrs. Robert G. Haas

Mrs. William F. Jones: Antiquarian Society of Birmingham Alabama

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Erdreich: Mr. and Mrs. Francis H. Crockard, Jr.; Mrs. Anne Oliver

Dr. Gerald J. Larson: Mr. and Mrs. Timothy A. R. Callahan

Mrs. Sylvia Goldberg: Mr. and Mrs. Daniel J. Weinrib

Mr. Jack Martin: Mr. and Mrs. David Bates

Miss Ann Chapman Haynes: Dr. and Mrs. Robert G. Haas

Mrs. Jane Nabers McFadden: Mr. and Mrs. Francis H. Crockard, Jr.; Ms. Margaret W.

Sallie R. Johnson: Mrs. John W. Poynor

Grubb; Mr. and Mrs. John J. McMahon, Jr.; Mrs. Wilmer S. Poynor III; Mrs. Mary

Mrs. Lindsey Lacey: Mr. Henry S. Lynn, Jr.

Reeves; Ms. Mary Anne Weatherly; Mrs. Suzanne H. Woodall

Chairman’s Circle

Red Diamond, Inc.
Stewart Perry Construction
Wells Fargo

Director’s Circle
BBVA Compass

Geeta and Shaily Lakhanpal: Mr. and Mrs. Timothy A. R. Callahan

Mr. Wallace “Beanie” Potts: Mr. Patrick Cather

Marx Brothers, Inc.

Mrs. Barbara B. Mandy: Mrs. Sylvia Goldberg

Mr. Dan Reynolds: Dr. and Mrs. James Kamplain

Ram Tool and Supply Company

Miss Eleanor Claire Martin: Mr. and Mrs. David Bates; Dr. and Mrs. Robert G. Haas;

Mrs. Perry Savage: Antiquarian Society of Birmingham Alabama

Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Smith

Mrs. Nancy Slate: Mrs. Sylvia Goldberg

Dr. and Mrs. George W. Matthews, Jr.: Mr. and Mrs. W. Martin Beasley

Mr. Bernard S. Steiner, Jr.: Mrs. Mary S. Steiner

Mr. James H. (King Popsi) Miller III: Mr. and Mrs. John H. Beeler, Jr.; Mr. and Mrs.

Mr. Martin Stringfellow: Dr. and Mrs. James Kamplain

James W. Brunstad; Dr. Alexander M. Nading and Mrs. Susan W. Nading
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Moore: Ms. Ashley C. Davis

Sustainer’s Circle

Curator’s Circle
bDot Architecture
Dunn Investment Company

Mrs. J. Bruce Tucker: Antiquarian Society of Birmingham Alabama

Precision Graphics

Mrs. Sam Yelverton: Antiquarian Society of Birmingham Alabama

Synovus Bank

Mrs. Garland C. Smith: Mr. George G. Lynn; Mr. Henry S. Lynn; Mrs. John W. Poynor
Miss Emma Bolling Hall Taylor: Dr. and Mrs. Robert G. Haas

Benefactor’s Circle

Mrs. Carolyn S. Wade: Mr. and Mrs. Albert S. Naughton; Mr. and Mrs. Michael Straus

Christie’s
Four Corners Custom Framing Gallery
Hughes and Scalise, P.C.
Kassouf & Co., P.C.
Levy’s Fine Jewelry Inc.
National Cement Company of Alabama, Inc.
O’Neal Industries

Each year, our Corporate Partners provide critical support for the Museum’s programs, exhibitions, and most importantly, keeping the Museum free of charge for our visitors. Ranging from
our hands-on interactive space, Bart’s ArtVenture, to family festivals, school tours, studio classes, and more, Corporate Partners are vital to ensuring that our Family and Youth Programs
allow nearly 35,000 children each year to create, read, dance, and explore while celebrating
cultures and traditions from around the world. Thank you to our Corporate Partners for helping to connect all of Birmingham to the experience, meaning, and joy of art.

Pizitz Management Group
Williams-Blackstock Architects

For more information about the BMA’s Corporate Partner membership program or to involve
your company, please contact Courtney Walls at 205.254.2600 or cwalls@artsbma.org.
News + Giving
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Hours

Telephones

Tuesday–Saturday, 10am–5pm

Main Office

Maye Head Frei

Sunday, Noon–5pm

205.254.2565

Chairman of the Board

Public Programs

Graham C. Boettcher

205.254.2856

The R. Hugh Daniel Director

Museum Tour

Cate McCusker Boehm

205.254.2964

Editor

Membership

James Williams

205.254.2389

Designer

Development

Sean Pathasema

205.254.2600

Photographer

Facilities Rental

Membership inquiries to:

Jestina Howard, Special Events

membership@artsbma.org

Closed Mondays and select holidays
Oscar’s at the Museum
will be closed until further notice.
Clarence B. Hanson, Jr. Library
By appointment: library@artsbma.org
The Museum Shop
Wednesday–Saturday, 11am–4pm
Sunday, 1–4pm
Closed Tuesdays
Members receive a 10% discount;
205.254.2777;
museumstore@artsbma.org

Shop
the World
at Home

205.254.2681; jhoward@artsbma.org
Editorial inquiries to:
cboehm@artsbma.org
Board of Trustees
Mrs. Maye Head Frei, Chairman; Dr. Sanjay Singh, Vice Chair; Ms. Myla E. Calhoun, Secretary; Mr. Braxton Goodrich, Endowment Chair;
Mr. Joel B. Piassick, Treasurer and Finance Committee Chair; Mrs. Patricia Wallwork, Governance Chair; Judge Houston Brown; Ms. Carol Clarke;

The Museum Shop is open and ready to welcome
you with new products, new safety precautions
and touch-less payment options.
Prefer to shop in the comfort of your home?
Visit the new online store at:

shop.artsbma.org

Mr. Norman B. Davis, Jr.; Mr. Mark L. Drew; Dr. George T. French; Mr. C. Randall Minor; Mrs. Joyce Crawford Mitchell; Mr. John Montgomery;
Mr. James K. Outland; Mr. G. Ruffner Page, Jr.; Ms. Kimberly Richardson; Mr. J. Andrew Robison; Mrs. Nan Skier; Ms. Sonja Q. Smith;
Mrs. Kelly Styslinger
Chairmen Emeriti: Mr. Thomas N. Carruthers, Jr.; Mrs. Margaret Livingston
Trustee Emeritus: Mr. Henry S. Lynn, Jr
Director Emeritus: Mrs. Gail C. Andrews

The mission of the Birmingham Museum of Art is to spark the creativity, imagination, and
liveliness of Birmingham by connecting all its citizens to the experience, meaning, and joy of art.

Accredited by the American Alliance of Museums. A portion of the general operating budget is supported by the City of
Birmingham and a grant from the Alabama State Council on the Arts and the National Endowment for the Arts.
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